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The ex-enigmatic administrator speaks 
by Emily Horowitz 
Once titled "the enigmatic admin-
istrator," Dimitri Papadimitriou shed 
that image in an appearance before 
the Student Forum meeting on Mon-
day, November 19. 
Papadimitriou thanked the Forum 
for inviting him to speak and ex-
plained that his decision to attend 
was partially in reaction to a headline 
in last year's Observer which referred 
to him as ,,enigmatic." While at first 
he liked this reputation, he later real-
ized that "Bard is too small to have 
enigmatic administrators." 
Papadimitriou described his in-
volvement with some of Bard's aux-
iliaryprograms, particularlythe Bard 
Center and the Jerome Levy Econom-
ics Institute. 
The Bard Center was developed in 
1978 to uenhance the undergraduate 
experience," said Papadimitriou. The 
Center encompasses the Blum Art 
Gallery, the Junior Fellowship Pro-
gram, and the Bard Center Fellows. 
He pointed out that many professors 
are Fellows, including Mona Simpson 
and William Weaver. 
Students at the meeting showed 
particular interest in Pa padirnitriou' s 
connection with the Jerome Levy 
Economics Institute. The goal of the 
institute, according to Papadimitriou, 
is to bring economic 11issues to the 
Teach-In on the Gulf crisis: 
David Fromkin, author of A Peace to End all Peace, on 
the possible end of peace in th~ ~iddle East 
by Emily Horowitz 
''Teaching international relations 
entails a special responsibility to 
sponsor informed discussion on the 
nature of the crisis in the Middle East 
and the very real possibility oflarge-
scale war." This, says James Chace, 
Henry Luce Professor of Freedom of 
Inquiry and Expres-
sion, is why he is spon-
soring a ''teach-in" on 
the Gulf crisis on Mon-
day, December 4, at 6:30 
p.m. in Olin Audito-
rium. 
The teach-in will 
consist of. three panel-
ists who will respond 
to a talk by David 
Fromkin, author of A 
Peace to End All Peace: 
Creating the Modern 
Middle East. 
Lytle, professor of History at Bard 
and author of many books, among 
them The Origins of the Iranian-Ameri-
can Alliance, 1941-1953, and Caleb 
Carr, a contributing editor of Military 
History Quarterly. 
Fromkin has made a bet with Carr 
that the United States will go to war 
on January 2. Carr bet on November 
Fromkin, whose 
book was chosen by The Professor James Chace, organizer of the teach-in 
New York Times Book Review as 17, but he did not necessarily lose be-
11Editor' s Choice: Best Book of 1989," 
is an international lawyer and writer 
on foreign affairs. He does not wish 
to predict whether the US is going to 
war or not, because, he says, 11if the 
question of going to war or not is 
decided by the Middle East, then I 
would be sure, but if the question is 
going to be decided by the United 
States, then I would not be so sure.,, 
The respondents will include 
Chace, who recently authored The 
Consequences of Peace: American For-
eign Policy After the Cold War, Mark 
cause the "winner is whoever comes 
closest to the date," explains Fromkin. 
He is confident, though, that re-
gardless of whether or not the US 
goes to war, there is not going to be a 
draft. Fromkin feels that there is a 
possible way for the Gulf crisis to be 
resolved; however, he does not be-
lieve that the United States "is going 
to take that route." 
The panelists will respond follow-
ing From kin's talk, and then the floor 
will be opened for a question-and· 
answer session. 
Dimitri Papadimitriou, Executive 
Vice-President, among other positions 
floor in a human way," and to incor-
porate studies such as sociology and 
psychology into the study of eco-
nomics. The institute examines ques-
tions of poverty and inequality, as 
well as the larger implications of the 
S&Lcrisis, he said. In addition, Papa-
dimitriou said that Levy offers stu-
dents resources and occasionally the 
chance to meet im port"nt economists. 
Student access to Levy was a pri-
. mary topic in the question and an-
swer session which followed 
Papadimitriou's talk. Jason Van 
Driesche asked whether or not stu-
dents were permitted to use the li-
brary in Levy. Papadimitriou replied 
that while it is a ,,graduate 
level.. .non-circulating library," stu-
dents who need books kept there may 
xerox sections for free. Books cannot 
be lent out because the Levy research-
ers need them on-hand as references. 
Refering to the use of Levy as part 
of the Earth Day celebration last 
spring as precedent, David Mille.r 
asked whether or not students could 
use either the inside or outside areas 
of Levy to hold campus activities1 
such as Spring Fling, or to have semi-
formal parties. Papadimitriou said 
they absolutely could not use the 
inside of the building, and he 11will 
think about outside use.', 
Michael Beattie questioned why 
Levy Conferences are not advertised 
to the student body. Papadimitriou 
said that he did not know, but that he 
felt that they should be. He added 
continued on page 7 
AIDS and its Consequences 
by Emily Horowitz 
"Perspectives: A look at AIDS and 
its consequences," is an event organ-
izt.d by students who want raise 
consciousness about the AIDS crisis 
as well raise funds for AIDS research 
and the Columbia County Youth 
Project (CCYP). CCYP is an organi-
zation staffed by Bard students, who 
work as volunteers with needy youth 
in the Hudson Valley region. 
Kim Mooney and Sarah Chenven 
are the co-heads of the CCYP pro-
gram at Barel. Chenven said that the 
work with CCYP has been fulfilling, 
and that she ''discovered that there 
were all these amazing kids in 
Hudson. I had never seen so much 
talent." One of the motivations for 
the benefit, said Chenven, is to "show 
off the kids." They want to highlight 
the situation in Hudson, which Ch-
enven says is a problematic one. 
''These kids are so smart, but they are 
surrounded with a high rate of HIV, 
poverty and poor education," she 
pointed out. 
Chenven wants to raise awareness 
on Bard campus, which is often, she 
believes, 11apathcticand isolated." She 
hopes that the benefit will encourage 
students to volunteer with CCYP and 
enable them togo beyond the narrow 
scope of Bard and "see things from 
the outside {world].'' Although ev-
eryone is encouraged to attend and 
no one will be turned away, dona-
tions are requested and appreciated. 
Chenven hopes that this will teach 
Bard students about the AIDS crisis, 
because 11like at all colleges, there is 
probably a lot of ignorance about 
AIDS and HIV." 
The event will attempt to provide 
information about AIDS, which will 
be relayed to the audience through 
performances, speakers and slides. 
The children from the CCYP will 
perform musical and theatrical pieces, 
alternating with the 5 speakers and 
continued on page 2 
Everybody likes a four day weekend... '.t.[,. 
but it means some work is left undone. While you were gorging on · 
Thanksgiving turkey at grandma's, so were we. This issue is four pages i 
thinner than usual as a result (would that we were too), but The Bard ·~ 
r;::;:::=-11 be back in full for a fiml issue next week. We can all give J 
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:You are corcfia{[y invitee{ to an 
Jll'DS Jlwareness :Benefit Concert 
at :Bard Co{{ege on 'December 1st, 1990. 
Sponsortd 6y t!U. 'Bard Campus Outnacli. yroup {a student community servic.t 
organization} ani tfit 'Bard 5f.FDS Committee, tfit benefit wifl fie{p to raise 
campus and community awareness ®out !ltltJJS, as we{[ as fiigfiC1fJii.t tlit .f1f11JS 
situation in tfit city of!}{uison.. 
tffi.l. 6erufit wi[[ feature five sped..trs on varioiu aspects of tfi.t JtfVS crisis, as 
well as singing, aancing, ani acting performances 6y !J{utfson youtfi. 
P£ease join us for tliis e~iting evening. 8:00·10:00p.m. 
Ofm .fit.uditoriurn, fJJanf Cofkge, .fit.n.nanaa!e-on-Jitufson 
r'IL\., 1Jcmations an SU!fBestu£. ..J!A.'1 
~~------------------~~~v 
AIDS 
the slides. 
continued from page 1 
Leon Botstein will speak on "The 
College's Role and ResponsibilityTo~ 
ward AIDS"; Jane Rosett, an artist 
and AIDS activist will show slides of 
portraits of people with AIDS; Win~ 
ston Lindsey, Minority Outreach Co-
ordinator of the Aids Council of 
Northeastern NY will discuss "Social 
Barriers and Attitudes A bout AIDS"; 
Lynn Carr, Director and Coordinator 
of the CCYP in Hudson, NY, will 
speak on the AIDS situation in 
Hudson; and Jean deCastella, Bard 
Trustee and AIDS activist, will speak 
on her experience with AIDS. 
Yale Russian Chorus to 
perfortn in Olin 
by Er:nily Horowitz 
In the holiday spirit, the Yale Rus-
sian Chorus will perform the last 
weekend of the semester, on Decem-
ber 8, in Olin Auditorium at 7:30pm. 
The Soviet Studies Club, the Interna-
tional Students Organization, and the 
Music Department will sponsor the 
group. 
The Chorus is made up of a core of 
35 men. However, Khari Villela, di-
rector of the chorus, says that it is 
often "joined by a few or many of the 
400 alumni [of the chorus]." The 
concert will be made up of two 45 
minute segments, with a short inter-
mission between. The first segment 
will be a liturgical one, with songs 
mostly from the Russian Orthodox 
Church. The second segment will be 
a secular one, with music from the 
different republics of the USSR. 
Before each song, a brief history 
and meaning of the song will be told. 
Villela explains that they find this 
method "takestheplaceofgivingout 
programs" and is more enjoyable for 
the audience. 
The Yale Russian Chorus is a stu-
dent organization at Yale, composed 
mostly of students, and says Villela, 
''a few members of the faculty and 
the [New Haven] community." Fol-
lowing the concert, tapes, CDs, and 
T -shirts will be sold. 
UPSTATE FILMS 
Nov 30-7:00 & 9:30,Dec1- 6:3~ ~~~~~~ij~~Jiij~ &9:00,Dec2-4:00&9:00,Dec 3&4 
7:00,Dec 5&6 7:00&9:15 
PUI\ii'IP UP THE 
4J1.4JJI.I.I~.I4/t ') Dec1-4:00,0ec2-7:00 
,., • .,.Dir Dec 3&4 -9:15 
11 Montgomery Street • Rhinebeck, New York 
914• 876• 5151 
South African 
youths speak 
Current problems and 
hopes for the future 
by Thomas Chase 
Two representatives of the South 
African Youth Congress (SA YCO) 
spoke at Bard about the current situ-
ation in South Africa on Monday, 
November 26. The presentation was 
sponsored by the Young Socialist 
Alliance, Students Against Intervi-
entionist Policy, and the Bard Black 
Students Organization. 
SA YCO was formed under semi-
clandestineconditions whiletheANC 
was still banned. It is now working 
with other youtl:t organizations who 
plan to join together as the ANC 
Youth League in April of 1991. 
The primary speaker, Mpho 
Lekgoro, gave a brief description of 
the history of apartheid and black 
resistance to it. Lekgoro expressed 
guarded optimism about the reform 
attempts of the Del<ler k government. 
"The government seems to be com-
ing to its senses," he said. "It cannot 
do otherwise but talk to the ANC.'' 
' \,."{~0.:,%,~~ :·.·'' . ""--~<v"':", ... " 
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Bard's organ, badly in need of repairs 
Benefit to aid 
ailing organ 
planned 
by Emily Horowitz 
Onetime, an organist who had come 
to Bard to give a concert refused to 
play because the organ was in such 
terrible shape. Bard student Cather-
ine Kleszczewski has organized a 
Christmas Candlelight Service as a 
benefit to help raise funds to renovate 
the organ in the Chapel. The benefit 
will feature over 20 people who will 
both sing and perform. 
Theservice''isa way to bringpcople 
together," explains Kleszczewski. She 
organized the benefit, and is the offi-
cial music director. The concert will 
feature "period music" from the 1 ~th 
to 18th century. 
During a dress rehearsal, the crn-
cert was recorded and tapes wae 
made. When people make donatic-ns 
at the concert, they will receive ~e 
tape for free . .Kleszczewski stres&ed. 
that w hiledonations are not requir-rl, 
they are greatly appreciated. Sru-
dents are recommended to don,:;.te 
five dollars, and faculty, staff a:"td 
members of the community are sLg-
gested to donate seven dollars. 
''This organ needs your help," 
urges Kleszczewski. '1 know it is 
difficult, but if you cannot afford to 
make the full donation send a note to 
my box [797] with a blank tape a'1d 
four dollars if you are a student a;1d 
six dollars if you are a faculty me::t-
ber. I will make you a copy from t~e 
original and send it back to you." 
The service is called a candlelig;,.t 
service because all the congregarts 
will hold a candle. "This is a service, 
not a concert," points tn.t 
.Kleszczewski, and those who atter:d 
should be aware of the more serio:ts 
nature of a service. However, all a:e 
encouraged to attend, regardless of 
religious beliefs, as the service w:Il 
consist primarily of music. 
After the service, there will be a 
Christmas tree trimming. Each pc·· 
son wm make an ornament and har-g 
it on the tree. Kleszczewski promisP"S 
that the "service will be a spiritual 
experience, and wil~ show us the trt.:.e 
meaning of Christmas." 
But Lekgoroexpressed doubt about 
the government's willingness to go 
beyond such symbolic gestures. 
"Repression is still the order of the 
day ... Much of what it [the govern-
ment] does it does to get rid of eco-
nomic sanctions." 
Lekgoro also criticized the media's 
coverage of the violence in South 
Africa. He contended that the black-
on-black violence is no different than 
state violence against blacks. "Some 
organizations have allowed them-
selves to be co-opted by the govern-
ment and are agents of the govern-
ment," he said. Lekgoro felt that this 
violence is a sign of continued state 
intervention rather than internal in-
stability in resiStance movements. 
Last chance to participate in 
this semester's campus politics 
continued on page 4 
Auto, Home & Life 
by Kristan Hutchison 
The upcoming Student Forum (the 
last one this semester) will do more 
than discuss the issues, it will resolve 
them. Resolutions on open trials, 
mandatory attendance for elected 
officials, increased library acquisi-
tions, and making the name the "Old 
Gym" official will be voted on at the 
MICHAEL HAGGERTY 
Account Agent 
Allstate Insurance Company 
Route 9, Astor Square 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
(914) 876-3632 
DeWitt Bros. 
Tool Co., Inc. 
237 Lafayette St. 
New York, NY 10012 
212 226-6640 
HOME OF DRILL AMERICA 
Forum on December 4 at 8:30p.m. :.n 
Albee Social. 
Elections will also beheld for Treas-
urer of the Planning Committee ar:_j 
for a member of the Sexual Haras~ 
ment Board. There will be a discw;.. 
sion about the Radio Station. 
Theresolutions were proposed ty 
students at the November 19 Forum 
meeting. Dave Rolf first proposed a 
resolution calling on the administril.-
tion and publications to call the Stu-
den,t Center "the Old Gym" until Jt 
has been renovated. Second, hepl'E'-
sented a resolution requesting that 
Bard double acquisitions funding fc r 
the library. 
Jeff Bolden presented a bill to rna~ 
Student Judiciary Board hearing> 
open to the public, with the optio:t 
that they be closed under specie:! 
circumstances [See page 3]. 
The fourth resolution, offeree 
anonymously, requires all student> 
elected to the student government t-:.1 
attend Forum meetings. The resolu~ 
tion reads: "AU elected officials at 
the Bard College Student Associa , 
tion must be present at Student Fo-
rum meetings. The office of any 
elected official of the Student Asso-
ciation who has missed three (3 
Student Forum meetings will beoper: 
for new elections at the following 
Student Forum meeting." 
Any Bard student present at thto 
Forum vote. 
Bard's courts on trial 
by Tom Hickerson 
Freedom of speech versus a right 
to a fair trial will be on the agenda of 
the Dec. 4th Forum meeting. An 
amendment opening Student Judici-
ary Board (SJB) meetings to the pub-
lic, proposed by Jeff Bolden at the last 
Forum meeting will be put to a vote. 
Opening the SJB meetings would 
bring them closer to democracy and 
eliminate rumor mills, argues Bolden. 
However, the administration and the 
S]Barcafrrud that witnesses and other 
students would be afraid of coming 
forward in a hearing open to the 
public~ 
Jeff Bolden's amendment would 
modify article 4.d of the Guidelines 
of the Student Judiciary Board. Cur-
rently, the guidelines simply states 
that the SJB's meetings are to be 
closed. Bolden's amendment states 
that that meetings are to be open 
unless they are sensitive in nature, in 
which case a notice of closure would 
be signed by all concerned parties 
and posted publicly. 
Bolden believes the SJB meetings 
should be open because "they are 
secret trials/' a form of justice that, 
according to Bolden, is usually the 
mark of a domineering and unfair 
government. "Secret trials are used 
in South Africa [and were usedJ in 
the Soviet Union and China until 
recently. If [the student government) 
wants to represent a foundation of 
democracy, then the meetings should 
be made public." 
Dean of Students Shelley Morgan, 
who holds a position on the Student 
Judiciary Board, said that she was 
not in favor of the amendment. 
About one and a half years ago, she 
and several other administrators 
restructured the guidelines oft he SJB. 
"A real concern [during the restruc-
turing] was public process," she said. 
In the process of rewriting the guide-
lines, Morgan talked to a lot of col-
leges about their judicial systems, 
none of which had p~blic meetings 
or procedures, she said. 
Amy Rogers, the Chair of the SJB, 
echoed Morgan's feelings. "I think 
it's unnecessary,'~ said Rogers. 'We're 
not a legal institution. The SJB serves 
community and private matters, [and 
Bard] is too small for the SJB to be a 
public forum." 
Bolden disagreed, asserting that 
public trials would protect the ac-
cused by ensuring public documen-
tation of the case. "If people go before 
an open trial of duly elected officials 
and prove their innocence in an open 
court, covered in writing," said 
Bolde~,"theneveryonewil1say, 'Hey, 
that guy's not guilty.m 
Attorney Alan Sussman from King-
ston was recently asked by a student 
to represent him in a meeting of the 
Grievance Committee, which are also 
closed. He was told by Morgan that 
he could not. In a letter to the chair of 
the Grievance Committee, he wrote, 
"I specifically object to this rule not 
only because it violates the most 
fundamental concepts of due process 
but because it violates ... your school's 
adoption of the Association of Ameri-
can Colleges' 'Joint Statement on 
Rights and Freedoms of Students."' 
The passage Sussman cited is listed 
under Appendix II of the Student 
Handbook, and reads, "The student 
appearing before the hearing com-
mittee should . have the right to be 
The Open Trials Reform Act reads as follows: 
"The notion of secret trials being repugnant to a democratic society, the 
Forum hereby amends the "Guidelines 1or the Student Judiciary BOard" 
as follows: 
1) $4.d. specifying that SJB meetings are to be closed will be'reformed to 
state 'The meetings of the SJB shall oe open and posted publicly. Anyone 
wishing to view a trial may do so and seating will be provided.' 
2) A $4.d.ii. shall be inserted and read, 'In tli.e event that the charges are 
of a highly personal nature then the meeting may be dosed in part or in 
fulL However, to close any part of the meeting the accused, the accuser, 2 
members of the student body, and 2me111;bers of the SJB must sign a notice 
of closure which will be public. The notice may be overturned by a simple 
majority of the SJB.' 
3) A $4.g.ii. shall be inserted, 'The previously mentioned tapes may be 
heard by any member of the student body upon request, except when a 
notice of closure has been signed. In that case the notice of closure shall be 
public and the tape may only be accessed with a document signed by 
either the accused or accuser, or at least 3 members of the SJB."' 
The Student Handbook's guidelines for the Student 
Judiciary Board currently read as follows: 
4d. The meetings of the SJB shall be dosed. Only students accused, their 
accusers, and the appropriate witnesses, when providing information 
shall be allowed to attend a hearing of the S]B. 
e. In no case shall legal counsel be permitted to attend or participate in 
a hearing of the SJB. 
g. At any SJB meeting where cases are being heard, that meeting shall 
be tape-recorded. Taped records of hearings, with accompanying written 
record of the SJB' s final judgment, shall be retained in the SJB records and 
the Dean of Students office until the graduation or permanent separation 
from the college of all students involved. In any case where possible 
criminal activity is being investigated, or prosecution considered, the 
Dean of Students office shall retain those records for seven years. 
The following positions are open for election: 
Treasurer of Student Forum & Member of the Sexual Harassment Board 
• Anyone interested in running for Treasurer should submit a statement-no more than 200 words 
-to Lisa Sanger, Forum Secretary. This will be published in The Observer. 
• Anyone interested in running for the position on the Sexual Harrassment Board should submit 
a statement-- no more than 2 pages- to Lisa Sanger. This will not be published or read publicly. 
Statements are due by December 3. The TreasUrer will be elected in a 
campus-wide election after statements are published in the paper. 
The Sexual Harrassment Board member will be elected at the December forum. 
Direct all questions to any Central Committee member. 
RED HOOK'S**** 
RESTAURANT & CATERER liRDTTAB) 
1 World ~Travel Fine dining 
in a relaxed 
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THETRAVELAGENCYFOROURCOMMUN~Y 
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GUARANTEED: Lowest available travel cost 
Ticket Deliveries to Post Office 
WORTH THE CALL: Gene L. Mason~ Agent 
876-6821 
Donation to Bard Scholarship fund with every purchase-
,, 
assisted in_ his/her defense by an 
advisor of his choice." The Guide-
lines to the SJB, however, states that 
:'in no case shall legal counsel be 
permitted to attend or participate ina 
hearing of the SJB," in apparent con-
tradiction to the statement in the Ap-
pendix. 
In the letter, Sussman also said that 
"it would be my understanding that 
if the hearing were to be dosed it 
would be for the purpose of protect-
ing the accused, not to protect the 
Committee or the College. Therefore, 
[my client] waives his right to have a 
closed hearing and respectfully re-
quests that it be opened to the public 
and press." The request was never 
granted, and an Observer reporter 
invited by the student was escorted 
from the premises by security offi-
cers. 
Bolden believes that an open trial 
would help quell rumors as well, 
thereby maintaining the innocence 
of all individuals concerned unless 
they are proven guilty. "God help 
peoplewhoarerumored tohavegone 
before the SJB but can't prove that 
they never did," said Bolden. "Since 
the meetings and the records are 
closed, [they 1 couldn't access them to 
prove otherwise." 
In the end, Morgan's reworking of 
the SJB placed privacy rights above 
public process. "What might be a 
public issue to you and me might be 
3 
a very private issue to someone else," 
said Morgan. "How do you decide 
what's personal and what's not?" 
According to Rogers, if the case 
that the SJB addressed this semester 
had been a public meeting, "it 
wouldn't have happened. The wit-
nesses who came forward wouldn't 
want their business made public, and 
we as an organization would have no 
recourse to make them testify." 
Bolden believes that having open 
meetings would make the SJB more 
visible and more viable. "More stu-
dents would see the importance of 
the SJB. Many arc not aware that 
even [such) an organization exists,.." 
he said. 
"Free press and a right to trial are 
not always in conflict," said Assis-
tant Professor of Law James Pope of 
Rutgers Law School. "[I feel we 
should] give rights of access [to the 
meetings]; however, the tougher the 
case, the tougher it should be to 
publish information about the case. 
It should be tailored to the situation." 
If the amendment were to pass, 
said Bolden, the structure of the SJB 
would be about the same as that of a 
U.S. court with multiple judg_es, ~"such 
as a Supreme Court or appellate 
court." 
He also pointed out that the SJB has 
the power to expel and I or suspend a 
student, which he believes is another 
reason why the meetings should be 
open. 
Morgan replied, "We do not want 
to imitate the legal system by invent-
continued on page 7 
Going Home 
for The Holidays? 
Need A Safe Place To Store 
Your Goods? 
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Wadada, alias Leo Smith, sings out 
by Paul Thompson aly. Other things we. are involved in ity of music, but let that activity be 
and Lola Glaudini are trying to enlarge the field of reg- more towards helping a development 
Wadada and the Ethiopian Warri-
ors are to play at the Student Center 
on December 1, 1990 at 9:00 p.m. 
Wadada is the spearhead, trumpet 
player and singer of the band. He is 
more commonly known on Bard 
cam pus as Leo Smith; music profes-
sor, trumpet player, mentor and one 
of only two African-Americans on 
Bard's faculty. 
I was fortunate enough to catch 
Smith and interview him on one of 
the two days he's on campus. The 
following interview gives some in-
sight into the life of Leo Smith, the 
musician, professor, and band leader. 
Paul Thompson: Can you give us 
some background about yourself? 
Leo Smith: I was brought up in the 
south, in the Mississippi Delta, where 
the blues were the prime aesthetics of 
expression. My stepfather played 
music, in fact my whole family played 
music. At an early age I became in-
vo 1 ved with a music that is defined as 
jazz music. From that time on I have 
always bee~ primarily interested in 
expressing [through] that idiom as a 
way of saying what I have to say in a 
cultural way. Many jazz musicians 
recognize the importance of the blues 
in the development of jazz, particu· 
larly in the southern cradle, which is 
the original cradle of jazz where jazz 
had its [first] manifestations. The 
thing that distinguishes the southern 
cradle of jazz from, let's say, the Mid-
west or northern cradles is the em-
phasis placed on the blues. So, we 
would say that I had somewhat of a 
perfectly traditional upbringing in 
jazz by learning to play the blues, 
with blues players being my first sort 
of musical experience. At the very 
early ageof13 I began to play in night 
clubs and joints where people would 
Leo Smith, Music Professor, is also Wadiui.a of the band Ethiopian Warriors. 
dance or fight. 56 in my musical 
development you c,)dd say that it 
has been within the traditional cul-
ture of jazz that is rooted in the blues 
and its philosophies, which is spon-
taneous,· historical, and mystical. 
There are a wide range of disciplines 
you can choose from to express the 
blues. 
39 South Broadway 
Red Hook, NY 12571 
(914) 758-6232 
PT: What are you working on now? 
What are you concentrating on musi-
cally? 
. LS: Well, the most important thing 
is my band, the Ethiopian Warriors. 
We are playing in early January to 
possibly record with Black Saint 
Record:;, which is established in It-
A.N.C. 
continued from page 2 
gae and music of the Rasta tradition in a society for change and liberation, 
and open it up to African-Americans rather than to cause people to just 
and all black people in the black move and not think about what is 
world. We play music that is a mix- happening around them. [Take] for 
ture of African music and music example what's going on in the 
derived from the African tradition. It Middle East. I feel it is important that 
is the spiritual contents of the music artists become vocally involved them-
that we are more interested in now. selves and not just complain and 
My music is a Rasta music, having remain self involved. 
the same principles as Bob Marley, 
Peter Tosh, Rita Marley and those 
early Rasta people, who hooked up a 
philosophy and the spirituality that 
is new and talks about a new experi-
ence on the level of today. 
PT: How would your music with 
your band be best classified? What 
means of expression would you say 
your band uses in your music? 
LS: My music with the Ethiopian 
Warriors is primarily a spiritual music 
that is intended to look at the issue of 
change and express ideas of libera·-
tion through song. If we take this 
song form as a medium I would have 
to say it is the strongest form in the 
world, because it has the possibility 
of presenting in com pact, not short 
form, but in com pact form, a clear 
and insightful message. It's done in 
less time than it takes to read a chap-
ter in a book, the newspaper, a maga-
zine, or other periodicals. The song.. 
through its means of expression, is 
incredibly powerful, it is the most 
powerful on the planet. Most change 
that has taken place that people can 
truly identify with takes place in 
songs that have text and certain kinds 
of messages or data. 
PT: What you are saying then is 
that this is a type of educational music 
or tool? 
LS: Yes. It is also a mystical experi-
ence. It is to be involved in the activ-
PT: How long have you been here 
at Bard? What do you think of it so 
far? 
LS: This is my third year, the fifth 
semester I've been here. I am having 
a great experience here so far. In the 
educational environment I am chal-
lenged by the forum to present new 
ideas and have them discussed in a 
context that is defaced from my own 
immediate presence. 
PT: What do you see in the future 
for Jazz Studies here at Bard? 
LS: There is a great interest in jazz 
here. I know this not only from stu-
dents' interests, but also from the fact 
that the Ncsuhi Ertegun Scholarship 
for Jazz has been endowed to the 
college; it is great proof of such an in-
terest. The scholarships go to a listen-
ing room and to students who are se-
riously interested in jazz and black 
music. An endowment such as this 
gives jazz more room to grow here 
and also provides for greater research. 
In this I see a great future for jaZz at 
Bard. I even see a possibility of start-
ing the Jazz Papers, a journal that 
deals with Senior projects, important 
pieces of music, important papers 
written on jazz. This would enlighten 
the awareness of jazz and its systems, 
theories, philosophies, and psycholo-
gies. All these issues can be addressed 
in a paper that is seriously dedicated 
to Jazz Studies. 
PT: Thank you. 
Tlie ( 1Historie' I 
ViCCage Diner 
Arleen & Sam 
Harkins, 
owners 
Lekgoro said that it was a "black-
ened lie" that sanctions mostly hurt 
blacks. Both speakers emphasized 
their belief that the sanctions have 
and will continue to be successful. 
In relation to the organization of a 
post-apartheid economy Hlongwa 
said, "nationalization is an impor-
tant way to redistribute resources." 
He stated that nationalization is noth-
ing new in South Africa. The iron and 
steel industries are state-owned, as 
are the transportation indus try and 
the postal services. He also explained 
that as the South African government 
moves towards political inclusion of 
blacks, it is also moving to privatize 
and deregulate the economy. Such 
actions "are attempts to reduce the 
real power any racially integrated 
goyernment would have." The first diner to be listed in NY's historic register 
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Student Literacy Corps 
· If you can read this ... 
by Melissa Brand 
The Student Literacy Corps isn't exactly a 
club, but I think a few people out there might 
think it is; so, I'm taking up this space to dispel 
a few myths. Actually, it is a project funded by 
the Department of Education through a grant, 
to get students involved in experiential learn-
ing and toencouragesomeable-minded bodies 
to crusade against the rampant disease of illit-
eracy in this country. Mark Nichols and I, 
Melissa Brand, are the student coordinators of 
this program (as of last February) and work 
under the direction of Elaine Sproat and Har-
riet Schwartz. The grant was put into effect this 
semester and three courses were offered in 
which the students read about and discussed 
the problem of illiteracy and then went out into 
the community to tutor six hours each week. A 
total of sixteen Bard students have been in-
volved sinceSeptember, tutoring in the Fishkill 
Correctional Facility, in surrounding rural 
towns, and here, on campus (all of whom should 
be applauded and I encourage not to be fazed 
by the formidable task of being the first ones to 
tackle this great social ill through this pro-
gram). However, I will be the first one to admit 
that the corps was just beginning to era wl this 
semester; next semester I want to see it jog. 
Last week I went to a convention in Colorado 
to meet with directors and coordinators from 
the 199 other schools who were also recipients 
of literacy grants. I was pleased to find that 
deeply imbedded in various institutional 
administrations there are quite a few people 
who care. I know that there are students of the 
same mettle lurking about Bard. Now we all 
know that there are a great deal of talkers here, 
and I'm not pointing any fingers, but person-
ally, I'm sick of all the talk. I'd like to see more 
involvement. Over1 /lOofthe campus belongs 
to COG, the Campus Outreach Group, a com-
munity service organization, one division of 
which is devoted to literacy; but, that leaves 
behind a considerable number of students who 
aren't involved. So, when you see a couple 
forms in your mailbox before registration re-
garding the courses that are being offered next 
semester, don't just toss them away in the post 
office trash bin; read through them and con-
sider the fact that you can effect a change in an 
individual's life ... (and even get credit for it). 
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Wannabe Kenyan? 
The UN Club can help 
by Olivier te Boekhorst 
What does the Bard U.N. Club do anyway? 
Once in a while you read in the Observer that the 
club has gone to a conference and has won 
awards, yet most of the campus has no idea 
how it wins them, and what the Bard delega-
tion does once it is off-campus. Actually, the ac-
tivities of the Bard U.N. Club are quite simple. 
The club's members go to simulation United 
Nations as representatives of a certain country, 
and for four days, Bardians take on the roles of 
ambassadors to the U.N. Through intense 
debate and negotiation they seek common so-
lutions to the pressing problems of the world, 
all from the point of view of the country they 
represent. 
Next semester the U.N. Club will represent 
Kenya, an important nation on the East coast of 
Africa, at the Harvard National Model United 
Nations. From Thursday February 28 until 
Sunday March 2, twenty Bardians will feel 
Kenyan, act Kenyan, think Kenyan, and stage 
angry speeches attacking the imperialist ten-
denciesofthc Western world (and japan). These 
activities require a combination of different 
skills and interests. The topics under discus-
sion at Harvard should appeal to a wide range 
of students who are interested in international 
continued on page 7 
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ing a lot of jargon." She noted that 
before she came to Bard, the SJB had 
no powers and only the Dean of Stu-
dents could expel or suspend stu-
dents. Even now, the SJB has the 
power to expel or suspend only with 
a unanimous vote. The Dean of Stu-
dents can now suspend students 
pending a decision from the SJB, 
"thereby providing due process prior 
to final decision," she said. 
Rogers believes that the proccd ure 
of the SJB would be affected by open-
ing the meetings. "The members of 
the SJB freely discuss things about 
the accused, which is the same as the 
function of the jury," she said. "Since 
listening to a jury is not allowed, 
we'd have to ex(.use ourselves from 
the meeting in order to talk amongst 
our~elves." 
Another concern about the open-
ing of SJB meetings also involved the 
environment of Bard College. "The 
accused student would be visible [in 
the community] prior to the accusa-
tions being proved true, which could 
make it difficult for him or her to take 
part in the institution," said Pope. 
"It's much different than society at 
large." 
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Music, 
Maesho! 
Editors (fo Whom it may concern) 
I would like to iterate and empha-
size my support for the music de~ 
partment in its often unsung and 
usually heroic position within the Art 
dept. 
I speak of both Music "1" and (to a 
lesser extent, simply because I take 
no classes there this semester) Music 
"0". Everyone knows that Zero and 
One are two numbers that might be 
said to be very close to each other. 
However, everyone wants to have it 
all-while no one wants nothin' 
(maybe I got it backwards?). Lead 
from the back of the classroom (I 
always say). Forget the binary code. 
If they ask me, I'm Number 3. A wise 
man once asked me: '1s there such a 
thing as Wisdom?" 
Although I have no idea as to what 
titles such as "Big Guy," "president," 
"Tenure," etc. mean; insofar as edu-
cation and music are concerned, I'm 
sure the prestige and money that go 
along with Headings (epitaphs?) like 
these are substantial. What do you 
think chief? 
To separate education and money 
from those who presume to talk and 
not listen is impossible. To attemptto 
distance the administration's weak 
(albeit knowledgeable) musical po-
lemic from the music department's 
Voluminous Knowledge, oft brilliant 
teaching styles, and the use of occa-
sional wit-all designed and executed 
to further the understanding of music, 
is necessary; listening is very impor-
tant to the serious musician. Not so, 
unfortunately, to the administrator-
sitting in his Aerie all alone. Boo hoo. 
Talk about all alone; Take a look at 
the Levy institute. Why is it that I 
know little or nothing about what 
goes on up there. Am I the only stu-
dent who gets no flyers or announce-
ments welcoming me to lectures, 
seminars and functions at the 'Think 
Tank"? Or is the only thing that 
happens in Blithewood these days 
some ''Big boys" sitting around eat-
ing caviar? Jerome, Leon, and Leon 
figuring out how to justify another 
9% increase in tuition and make it 
sound like the best thing that's ever 
happened to us. It's enough to make 
a child cry. 
I'm a child too, you know,-and 
Asher E. Edelman is definitely not an 
advocate of education, although he 
gives a lot of money to the admini-
stration (so do your parents. Ha Ha). 
Let me tell you a story: It's about a 
man who loves his family and his 
children first. Numero Uno. Class? 
He's got it. You know. He doesn't 
need litigation. No-he wants his kids 
to get an education. A guy callin 
himself Asher tried to dis' him, but 
Ash ain't smart-he totally missed 
him. He tried to take over his com-
pany, like a shark; but he's only got 
one fin-he's in the dark. My educa-
tion would be over, had he won-
Ash is a fool, the war's just begun. 
Get outa town L.B. you're only about 
money. Your tie ain't becoming-
'fact it looks kinda funny. Get rid of 
Ash-he's a dictator without the ta-
tor. He's just got money, he ain't got 
brains (do you?) See you later. 
Conductor? The only conduct I sec 
is incorrigible. Look (sometime) at 
your orchestra: or your rental orches~ 
tra (London Phil), and ask yourself 
this: ''What's the score?" Another 
"Wise" man once told me: ''When 
you have no electricity, and you are 
touching nothing, you cannot con-
duct nor transform any power into 
anything." I thinkhemeanttoinform 
us that we had no power/we were 
weak. Alack, alas. 
I used to dream about an arnphi~ 
theater in the Hudson Valley- a 
music shed perhaps. I knew it would 
take millions of dollars, but I didn't 
care: Music is sacred. I've had the 
tears well up in my eyes all becauseot 
opuses by such composers as Bach., 
Villayat Khan, Beethoven, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Ellington, Berg, and Reich 
There are tears of joy and cries ot 
anger-l've never heard any music 
here in the middle of the summer (or 
even Brahms mid/late August) 
Tanglewood you ain't. 
In conclusion, I talked to a friend 
called Noah, who's building a boat 
(''Two by two/' I told him. "Hand me 
a two by four," he said, "it's a boat 
made of wood-Hey, make it three 
by four. Do you waltz?"). Inanycase,. 
he said, "Once the storm is over yot.: 
guys should build a new building 
where the music dept. building usee 
to be. It will certainly float away ir 
the flood (with all ofits meagre equip -
ment)." 1 looked up at Mt. Ararat1 
Ludlow and thanked him for the 
advice. He lent me twenty bucks 
"Get a job you fool," he said. I re-
plied, "I'd rather get an endowment 
but thanks anyway." I was walkinf; 
away mighty fast. 
Rajan Bery 
Iraq: 
leading to 
·war 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to comment on the 
editorial by Fred Baker in your NoJ 
vember 23 issue. His (very welcome)_ 
position on the crisis in the Persian 
Gulf is bound to generate just the 
type of debate he seems to be invit-
ing. 
He is correct in pointing out to 
some of the more panic-stricken stu-
dents at Bard that there will be no 
draft. Right now, the only talk of 
draft emanates hesitantly from the 
Left, which is suddenly reconsider-
ingthemeritsofall-volunteer Armed 
Forces because the proportion of 
minorities and lower-class men and 
women in the service is greater than 
in the general population. But rest 
assured that even the Left will think 
of its own draft-age children and 
shrink before the potential political 
backlash of a new draft. 
Baker also points out why it is 
necessary that America, of all coun-
tries, lead the (very) international 
coalition arrayed against Saddam 
Hussein. Simply put: it is the only 
country with the military might to 
provide a credible threat to Iraq, thus 
forcing Hussein to take the (so far 10, 
perhaps by now 11) U.N. Security 
Council resolutions seriously. 
I have to disagree, however, with 
Baker's optimism on the prospects of 
war in the Middle East. Yes, some 
negotiations are going on with Iraq 
(although the British connection is 
dubious), and considerably more 
intense dealings are surely being 
conducted behind the scenes. None-
theless, the dialogue will likely be for 
naught: serious negotiations are 
conditional upon Iraq's full with-
drawalfromKuwait, while Hussein's 
political survival (in a region that has 
Kenya 
continued from page 5 
relations. They range from global 
warming, chemical weapons, and the 
rights of refugees to international 
drug trafficking and the human rights 
situation in Cuba and El Salvador. 
Secondly, the delegates should be 
open minded enough to be able to 
present the Kenyan views on these 
issues, which are not necessarily their 
own. Hopefully they will be able to 
change the opinion of the other dele-
gates at the conference. On a more 
mundane level, it is also necessary 
for them to be able to share a quad 
room with seven other delegates. 
The U.N. Club is trying to expand 
its' activities to include a model Or-
ganization of African Unity, model 
NATO, and model European Com-
munity. These plans are still tenta-
tive since the Harvard conference will 
little compassion for those who lose 
face) hinges on his remaining stead-
fastlythere. _In addition, such a 'peace-
ful' resolution (even granting Hussein 
better access to the Gulf and full drill-
ing rights to the Rumalia oil field) 
would fail to address the most seri-
ous problem of all. Iraq's show of 
force has completely altered the bal-
ance of power in the Middle East, and 
his invasion of Kuwait and the devel-
opments that followed have irrepa-
rably split the Arab world into (at 
least) two potentially very hostile 
camps. The containment of Iraq -
soon to develop much more devas-
tating military hardware-- would 
bedevil the Arab world and theW est 
for years to come. 
Although it is nearly impossible to 
assess from afar the degree of inter-
nal opposition among Iraqi military 
and political hierarchies, Hussein's 
brutal tactics over the years in deal-
ing with such dissent make it highly 
improbable that any real threat to his 
power could arise from within, even 
with covert outside help. While Fred 
Baker confidently reassures us that 
neither President Bush nor Saddam 
Hussein want war, I'm afraid that the 
rhetorical and military escalation on 
all sides of the conflict have made the 
prospect of war all too likely. It will 
be very, very bloody; the future of the 
Middle East will remain extremely 
uncertain and highly volatile; but at 
least one source of that volatility will 
have been weakened or neutralized. 
Hopefully, then, "ather strongmen 
and dictators around the world will 
also realize that gratuitous aggres-
sion is no longer acceptable in an era 
when such conflicts do not automati-
cally lead to a superpower show-
down. The partly inadvertent green 
light given to Sad dam Hussein at the 
end of July need not become a go-
ahead signal to every tyrant with a 
bored war machine who has ambi-
tions beyond his borders. Sincerely, 
Max Bleyleben, '90 
11/t-4/90 
require some research on the history, 
culture, and foreign policies of Kenya 
by the delegates. Unfortunately, 
regular studies do tend to get in the 
way of further research. For those 
students who like to see the blades of 
a windmill move before going sail-
ing (a Dutch proverb}, the U.N. Club 
is organizing a Model U.N. at Bard, 
scheduled for the end of next semes-
ter. This will give students a chance 
to see first hand what it is the Bard 
U.N. Club tries to do. 
The Bard U.N. Club offers the only 
opportunity at Bard for students to 
study United Nations politics, and 
more importantly, African politics. 
Until courses on these subjects and 
applied politics are offered, all stu-
dents are urged to take part in the 
club's activities. The next meeting is 
scheduled on Monday, December 3, 
6:00-p.m., in one of the committee 
rooms. They will make you Kenyan 
for a weekend. 
Addition 
To the Editor, 
Due to a mix-up in our offices, the 
letter we sent you was missing some 
information about why we support 
affirmative action programs. In dis-
cussing enrollments of minorities in 
graduate schools, we can report the 
following data from The Chronicle of 
Higher Education:. 
While the raw statistics may sug-
gest near parity between the percent-
age of minorities in graduate pro-
grams and in the general population, 
for African-Americans, the figures 
present a very bleak picture. Blacks 
presently make up about 2 percent of 
the nation's college professors al-
though they represent 12 percent of 
the population. Between 1977 and 
1983, the number of black professors 
decreased by 4 percent while the 
number of white professors increased 
by 5 percent. The prospects for cor-
recting this imbalance in the immed i-
ate future are not encouraging, be-
cause so few Ph.D. candidates are 
black, and in 1986, for example, only 
. 03 percent of all the Ph.D.'s awarded 
went to blacks. Unfortunately, simi-
larly detailed statistics for other 
minoritygroupsarenotreadilyavail-
-able. 
Also missing from our letter was a 
complete list of the six minority 
groups who are eligible for support 
from the Ford Foundation grant to 
the History Department. Here is the 
full information, with the missing 
words italicized: 
The minority groups the Ford 
Foundation has targeted for its sup-
port are: native Alaskans, Native 
American Indians, African-Americans, 
Mexican-Americans, native Pacific Is-
landers, and Puerto Ricans. These are 
precisely the groups least represented 
in graduate programs and in aca· 
demic careers across the country. 
There is one additional qualification: the 
recipient must also be a U.S. national. 
On behalfofthe History Department, 
we urge History majors who fit these 
criteria and have research needs to 
contact us or Professor Karen Green-
berg as soon as possible. 
Thank you for including this infor-
mation in the next issue. 
Yours sincerely, 
Myra B. Young Armstead 
Alice Stroup _ 
Co-Chairs, History Department 
Correction 
An article on ''The Draft" on 
page 2 of the Observer last 
week mistakenly defined a 
conscientious objector as a 
person ''morally or 
religiously opposed to 
violence." Actually, a 
conscientious objector is a 
person morally or 
religiously opposed to either 
a) war, or b) killing and the 
institution of war. 
Do Your Christmas shopping in the 
silence of Tivoli. Artist's 2nd An-
nual Holiday Co-op. Creative gifts; 
calm and fun shopping just up the 
street from Santa Fe at 62 Broadway. 
Open 1-8 Fri., Sat., and Sun. until 
X~mas.EverydayDec.17-24.Bring 
family & friends. Snacks and was-
sail available. 
Query: Looking for professor to 
teach tutorial in Yiddish. Contact 
Joshua Ephraim Israel Abrams, 
cam pus mail. 
Three room bedroom apartment 
with shared bath and kitchen. $400 a 
month in Germantown. Available 
immediately to female renter. (518) 
537-4981 
Housema'te wanted: 
starting Dec. or Jan. 1. Share lovely 2 
bdnn apartment with me and 2 cats 
in Rhinecliff. Female, non-smoker 
preferred. $800/ month, includes 
utilities. Call Cindy at ext. 417 or 
876-5738. 
-JAKES BIKESHOP-
Repairs, parts, tuneups, etc. Certi-
fied Professional Mechanic. Call 
now-reasonable rates. 757-5006 
If anyone lost a ring on Parent's Day 
please contact Assistant Dean of Stu· 
dents, Beth Frumkin at 758-7 456 
C.C.: When are you making your 
moves on D.D.? Only two weeks 
left!-ddd 
Saddam Amin (or) Mona Hussein 
Pa.padimitriou 
continued from page 1 
that there will be a lecturer from Smith 
College discussing Cuba next wee~ 
and encouraged everyone to attend. 
The political bent of Levy was 
brought-into question by David Rolf, 
who wanted to know why most Levy 
economists range the political spec-
trum from liberal to conservative. Rolf 
questioned why ideologies that 
"don't represent the traditional 
American viewpoint" aren't repre-
sented, when Levy looks at questions 
like fair housing and income distri-
bution. Papadimitriou replied that 
the Levy fellows do, in fact, span the 
"ideological spectrum" and while 
Levy is a non-partisan institution, it 
is often criticized for its "Marxist" 
leanings. 
The students also questioned 
whether Papadimitriou's involve-
ment in so many different institu-
tions could cause a conflict of inter-
est. Papadimitriou said it did not, 
7 
M.A.: Are you feeling ALONE! How 
about going to part the waters? And 
stop staring at Bart's ... 
Dedicated to M. Deady: ''There 
seems to be four fundamental forces 
in nature: electromagnetic, gravita-
tional, wca~ and the force of Evil!" 
from your devoted physics students 
Jessie & Mona 
C.Ndy.: What does it look like from 
down there?-ddd 
Babes: How does it feel to be SV's 
love slave?--ddd 
Master, Master, don't whip me.! 
A.F.: Don't pay attention to M.A . 
She comes from one of those under-
developed placcs.-ddd 
Kelly:Thank you for the music ... 
Blessings on Beethoven! 
Happy Birthday Coooonie Chiang! 
Did you finally copy the ten labs 
from someone.-ddd 
Gladys Watson-Thanks for the in .. 
visible TURKEY!!-Connie & Jessie 
1 said it before and I'll say it again; 
Narda Yesenia Sanchez! Not Nerda 
or Nada! 
HoneyBunnyHoneyBunnyHoneyB 
SchnookumsPieSchnookumsPieSch 
I'll soon be home to mop your brow. 
The Gods must be crazy! 
and was a way of connecting all the 
institutions into the larger plans of 
Bard College. Kristan Hutchison 
asked whether or not Papadimitriou 
receives separate salaries for his sev-
eral positions at Bard. Papadimitriou 
said he does not. Jim Trainor asked 
who pays for maintenance and secu-
rity at Levy. Papadimitriou said that 
Levy was billed for all services and 
paid from its own budget. 
Rolf directed the line of question-
ing to the problems of limited re-
sources for students at Bard. He asked 
about the state of the library, noting 
that compared to other schools the 
Bard library is dismal. He cited a 
study which reveals that other liberal 
arts colleges have an average stu-
dent-book ratio of 1 to 336, while 
Bard' hasonlyl studentto 193books. 
Papadimitriou said that it is "clear 
that the library is not adequate," and 
that the new library "is getting there, 
but it will take some time." He prom-
ised that the new library will be a vast 
improvement over the current one. 
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B r o u g h t 
Israel Lecture: 
t 0 y 0 u B y D e a n 
Issac Rubinstein, former Bard student, will speak on 
Israel at 7:00PM on November 29 in Olin 102. 
AIDS Benefit Concert: 
An AIDS Awareness Benefit Concert will take place on 
December 1. Sponsored by the Bard Campus Outreach 
Group (a student community service organization) and 
the Bard AIDS Committee, the benefit will help to raise 
campus and community awareness about AIDS, as well 
as highlight the AIDS situation in the city of Hudson. 
8:00-10:00 PM in the Olin Auditorium. 
Community Chorus: 
On December 2, The Bard Community Chorus· will 
perform Haydn's Theresienmesse, conducted by Luis 
Garcia-Renart. 8:00PM in the Bard Chapel. The Chorus 
is composed of Bard students, staff, and community 
members. A number of Bard students will be featured as 
soloists. We 'invite you to come and enjoy this beautiful 
work. 
U.N. Club: 
Anybody interested in the U.N., N.A.T.O., European 
Community and the Organization of African States should 
attend the U.N. Club meeting at 6:00 p.m. Monday 
December 3 in a Kline Committee Room. 
Student Forum: 
Student Forum in Albee Social at 8:3Q_on December 4. 
One Woman Play: 
Malache: Dispatches From Another World, a one woman 
play focusing on life in a shantytown in an unnamed 
Third World country. It depicts a young widow's struggle 
for both her own survival and that of her two young 
children while living with little food and water under an 
inept government. Malache is presented by Anmesty 
International on Wednesday, December 5 at 7:00PM in 
Olin Auditorium. 
Blum Accessibility Conference: . 
The Edith C. Blum Art Institute is hosting a conference 
series on accessibility issues and the arts. The series, Arts 
for Everyone, will address the responsibilities 
professionals in cultural institutions have in making their 
site accessible to all individuals, including those with 
disabilities. The series will be led by various noted 
professionals in the field. The conference on December 5 
will be held in Kline Commons, from 9:00AM to 3:00PM. 
Bard Students and staff may attend for free, but pre-
registration is necessary. Contact Joanna Hess, Museum 
Educator at the Blum for more information. Her number 
is 758-7441. 
Lecture at Levy: 
The Costs oflnflation:HigherThan We Think? is a lecture 
that will be given by Peter Howitt. Dr. Howitt is Professor 
of Economics at the University of Western Ontario, 
C d H' h . t t f t d ana a. ts researc meres s ocus on mone ary an 
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financial theory. He is the author of The Keynesian 
Recovery and Other Essays as well as numerous journal 
articles, including Gradual Reforms of Capital Income 
Taxation and Fiscal Deficits, International Trade and 
Welfare. The lecture will take place on Thursday, 
December 6 at 8:00 PM in the Conference Room of 
Blithewood. 
Flute and Harpsichord Recital: 
On December 7, Patrica Spencer (flute) and Frederick 
Hammond (harpsichord) will perform Obligato (Being 
Obliged to Fly) which will include works by J. S. Bach, 
Teleman, Ingolf Dahl, Murray Schaffer and Couperin. 
8:00PM in the Olin Auditorium. 
Weekend Movies 
Showings are at 7:00PM and 9:00 PM in the Student 
Center. The 7:00PM showing is always nonsmoking. 
This Weekend: 
Friday, November 30: Taxi Driver 
Sunday, December 2: Paris, Texas 
Next Weekend: 
Friday, December 7: Sleeper, Woody Allen 
Sunday, December 9: Juliet of Spirits 
Instead of wasting paper by hanging posters all around 
campus, announce your event in the Weekly Community 
Information Newsletter! 
Saturday 1 Sunday2 Monday3 Tuesday4 Wednesday 5 Thursday 6 Friday 7 
Morning 6:00PM 3:00PM 6:00PM ••••••••••••• 6:30PM 4:25 PM, 7:25 PM, & 8:40 
Bard van shuttle nms to Ecumenical Worship U.N.Oub Anmesty International Registration: BBLAGA Meeting PM 
Rhinecliff, Red Hook, & Service Kline Committee Room Olin NO CLASSES Albee Social Room Bard vans to Rhinecliff train 
Rhinebeck Chapel SCHEDULED station 
6:00PM 6:00PM •••••••••••••• 7-10 PM 
5:45- 10:30 PM 7:00PM Environmental Oub Observer News staff Writing Tutors 5:00PM 
Trip to Hudson Valley Alcoholics Anonymous Committee Room meeting 5:00PM Albee Annex 103 General deadline for 
Mall, Kingston Aspinwall302 Kline Commons Kline Spanish Table submissions to The Bard 
Kline Commons 7:00PM Observer 
8:00PM 7-10 PM 6:00PM 6:30PM Christian Meeting 
AIDS Benefit Concert Writing Tutors French Table DebateOub 7:00PM Bard Chapel Basement 6:30PM 
Olin Auditorium Albee Annex 103 Committee Room Kline Commons Al~Anon Bard van to Poughkeepsie 
Kline Commons Aspinwall302 7:30PM train station 
7:19, 8:20, & 9:30 PM 7-10 PM Narcotics Anonymous 
Van meets trains at 6:30PM Writing Tutors 7:00PM Aspinwall 302 7:30 & 9:00 PM 
Rhinecliff station Vegetarian Society Albee Annex 103 Christian Meeting Movies 
Committee Room Bard Otapel Basement 8:00PM Student Center 
7:30 & 9:00 PM Kline Commons 8:00PM Levy Institute Lecture (See Above) 
Movies Observer Photo staff 7:00PM Conference Room 
Student Center 7:00PM meeting Flute Choir Blithewood 8:00PM 
(See Above) O~Jserver Features/ Arts Albee lounge Bard Otapel Flute &: Harpsichord Recital 
staff meeting Olin Auditoriwn 
7:43PM Preston 127 8:00PM 7-10 PM 
Van meets train at Ustening to Jazz Writing Tutors Friday, Nov. 30: Poughkeepsie station 7:00PM Bring Your Records Albee Annex 103 
Women's Center Bard Hall •••••••••••••• 
8:00PM Meeting 12:00NOON 
Community Otorus Student Center 8:30PM Final deadline for the 
Bard Chapel Forum Meeting last issue of the Weekly 
7-10 PM Albee Social Room Community Information 
Writing Tutors Newsletter of the 
Albee Annex 103 semester. Dec. 8-14. 
Dean of Students Office 
